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The shooting of eight Asians recently in the US is really an attack on White Christians, patriots, 
pro-gun owners. Why? Because all those at boulder grocery store in Colorado and Atlanta, Georgia 
spa didn't have guns. And that's what happens when the general population has no guns – the watch 
in helplessness as people are murdered right in front of them. Even if the witnesses were pro-gun, it 
does not help when you don't bring your guns.

With the recent shooting at a grocery store and spa in America, there is the call from the Communist
left to outlaw guns. What those idiots don't want to admit is, that if pro-gun owners who were there 
carried their guns, there would not have been as many innocent people shot. But when a criminal is 
killed by a citizen, the media doesn't cover it.

Will the people turn in their guns as Joe Biden hopes for? Some of them will – so they can't be too 
pro-gun.

Can't fly abroad unless you have a valid reason – having a holiday is not one of them! £200 fine if 
you don't fill in a form at the  airport; £5,000 fine if the government finds out you lied. There was a 
list of “approved” reasons to leave the UK – none of which is for a holiday. This proves that the UK
is a Communist country – as they did not allow people to fly anywhere they wanted.

Will people rebel? Time will tell, but this will surely kill the travel industry. This is a 180 degree 
turn around from what the government said not too long ago, as they were telling the people that 
they could fly come summer. Killing the travel industry is also like Communism. Instead of saying 
it's illegal to own your own business they make it so tough that you go bankrupt.

Rioting in Bristol for proposed law against demonstrating during a lockdown. This could be a 
George Sorrus sponsored event; Hegelian dialectics in action. Problem, reaction, solution. Get the 
people to riot to justify the law. Hopefully, this will make more people riot against their Communist 
masters and those who enforce the law.

Cops and other apparatchiks has to be looked at in same light as politicians who make the laws and 
the Edomites, who are at the very top, who tell politicians what laws to make.

One year ago since the lock down in the UK (23 March, 2020). The libraltards response is, 
“Remember those who died with coronavirus.” What people should be saying is, “Remember the 
day that the last vestige of freedom died!” because that's what really happened. And there wasn't 
much freedom before coronavirus – now it's completely gone.

Queen Elizabeth said, in part, “there is a brighter future.” yea, sure. For the past 100 years or so, the
future has been getting darker and darker and the people haven't seen it. When will the people wake 
up and stop believing these lies?


